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WE: WE SCARE HUNGER CAMPAIGN
ANMOL PATEL, ME TO WE MEMBER

T

he We Scare Hunger campaign was started in 2000
by Free the Children and has
taken place in North America and
the United Kingdom.
“No one should go hungry,
but 870 million people around the
world do every day—some of them
i n
o u r
o w n
b a c k yard” (freethechildren.org). This
Halloween, West Hill students from
Me to We participated in the annual
We Scare Hunger campaign; an initiative of Free the Children, an international charity and movement,
which allows youth to become leaders in their community. Through
October 22 to November 4, the Me
to We club took action to collect
canned goods and non-perishable
food items at school and in the
Thanks We Group for your hard work & to those who helped load the truck
up last week. @SCHCont #WeScareHunger #tdsb pic.twitter.com/MKctcf3xP4
community, in order to raise awareness about local hunger and support
ence and foster positive change in the help, along with the wonderful memour local food bank, the Scarborough
community by targeting a local issue. bers of our community, we managed to
Centre for Healthy Communities.
We need to understand the challenges bring boxes full of food to donate, and
On the rainy day of October 31, that our community faces as the first the food bank could not have been
instead of trick-or-treating for candy, step towards eliminating hunger is to more impressed! The main goal was to
West Hill Student Leaders from Me to enhance our understanding of these raise awareness about local hunger,
We hit the streets and ran door to door challenges. Sometimes change in the and with our community’s involvement
to collect canned goods and non- world needs to start from close to and contributions, we were able to do
perishable food items. Not only did home, as it is the little things that so by collaborating with Scarborough
they set a great example for genera- make the greatest impact. By address- residents. The challenges of our comtions to come, but they also strength- ing this issue, members of Me to We munity need to be addressed and
ened the West Hill community as a succeeded in organizing a campaign change needs to begin locally. People
whole. The community was a huge which turned out to be a great suc- in our own neighbourhoods are
help, donating generously by emptying cess. A special thanks to the driven plagued by hunger and malnutrition, so
their kitchen. Many Scarborough resi- and dedicated students who spent let us continue to reach out and work
dents were impressed by our compas- their Halloween night working to pro- together to eradicate hunger.
sion and dedication to create a differ- vide food for those in need. With their
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CURRENT EVENTS
REEL CANADA FILM FESTIVAL
BRANDON RAMDIAL

On Wednesday November 13, West
Hill had the privilege to host the Reel
Canada Film Festival. Reel Canada is
an organization dedicated to showcasing Canadian Films to Canadian youth.
Their goal is to encourage students to
part-take in Canadian culture, and to
explore diversity in Canadian films. Our
school premiered six films over the
course of the day. In the morning we
aired Breakaway, Edwin Boyd: Citizen
Gangster, and Indie Game: The Movie.
In the afternoon we aired Bon Cop Bad
Cop, Fido, and Water.
We had an amazing turnout for all of
the films and succeeded in filling up
most of the venues, especially for the
films Breakaway and Water. Also, we
had the amazing opportunity to host

Canadian Indie actor, Vinay
Virmani and his mother. He
shared stories of the experiences that he has had as a
Canadian actor, and was happy to take numerous pictures
with his fans. We also had the
opportunity to Skype with the
director of Edwin Boyd: Citizen
Gangster, Nathan Morlando,
and the director of Fido, Andrew Currie.
Overall, it was a pleasurable experience for all of the students, and the
festival definitely succeeded in its purpose as it exposed a new generation of
students, who are most often bombarded by the American entertainment
industry, to the talented and creative

Canadian film industry. We would like
to give a special thanks to Ms. Gibbons
and Ms. Mitsopoulos for providing the
students of West Hill with this wonderful opportunity. We hope that this be
the beginning of a new West Hill tradition for years to come.

HALLOWEEK

KIRANDEEP RANDHAWA
From October 28th to the 31st, West
Hill held its annual Halloweek.
Throughout the week, students came
to school dressed in their best and
scariest costumes; the best even won
some prizes courtesy of our Student
Activity Council. For Character Monday,
Grade 12 student, Betty Mekonnen,
won over the judges with her Minnie
Mouse costume. For Terror Tuesday,
the award for the scariest and creepiest costume was given to Isobel Carrington in Grade 9, for her terrifying
rendition of the Grudge. On Whacky
Wednesday the judges looked for the
craziest and weirdest costumes and
the winners were the members of our
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West Hill Athletic Council, who dressed
in neon tights and leg-warmers, looking as if they had come straight out of
an 80’s workout video! Halloween itself
proved to be the most challenging day
to pick a winner as there were so
many amazing costumes to choose
from. The SAC had more than fifty costumes to judge for the coveted prizes.
There were two winners for Halloween
Thursday; the runner-up was Grade 12
student, Eleni, for her amazing Pinocchio costume that blew everyone
away. Taking the top prize was Brandon Ramdial, also in Grade 12, for his
Rumpelstiltskin costume which proved
to be incredibly on point.

West Hill also celebrated Halloweek the only true way you can—
WITH CANDY! On Halloween Day, Vice
Principals McKenzie –Williams and
Moura, along with Principal Gibbons
went from class to class surprising
grateful students with candy. We
would like to thank our principal and
the VPs for their generosity, and the
SAC for all of the hard work that was
put into making this year’s Halloweek
celebration a spectacular one. West
Hill had a wonderful Halloweek this
year, and it was truly a great success!

PAGE TWO
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Entertainment
ENTERTAINMENT
TOP 5 HYPED SONGS OF FALL
KORIN THOMAS-SMITH

The Music Industry is ever flowing.
Like the Amazonian River, long and
fluid, wrapping, bending, twisting and
turning between genres, sounds and
artists. From mainstream, to underground flow, music is a balanced ecosystem that is in constant flux. What
may be popular now may not be popular tomorrow, and like a tree changing
colours in autumn, the top songs
change as well.
Now let’s get into the nitty-gritty.
Whether or not you’d like to admit it,
you know there are some catchy songs
out there. Every morning on the ride to
school, your hands twist the radio
knob, turning the volume up on a song
you love, (but of course you would
never admit it to your friends). Your
iPhones, iPods and even those emojiless Androids are filled to the brim with
artists that will murder your street
cred. But don’t you fret, I, for one am
proud of my guilty pleasures, of the
closeted tunes that would never see
the light of day. Here are my Top 5
Hyped Songs of Fall.

Royals
Lorde

Number 1 on the Billboard charts for
as long as I can remember, Lorde has
been killing the competition with only
one song, “Royals” which was released
in New Zealand in November 2012 on
her EP “The Love Club”, but was only
released in the United States in June of
2013 where it instantly took off Worldwide.
Now just because it’s number one
doesn’t mean it deserves to be there.
Lorde says that her song is for every
teen, based on the mundanity and mediocrity of teenage life contrasting with
the ideals imposed on us through
mainstream music. In simpler words,
she isn’t impressed with the grandiose
life in music videos, and decided to
create something we can all relate to.
However, if you like gold teeth, grey
goose and tripping in the bathroom,
this song may not be for you.

Wrecking Ball
Miley Cyrus

Miley Cyrus. One part musician, one
part train wreck. Shaken—not stirred,
into a cocktail that feeds the tabloids
like drunkards ready for a bar room
brawl. There’s not a place in which
Miley’s name has not been mentioned;
from country girl and cowboy boots, to
“twerking”, (using the term loosely), at
the VMAs, this summer has not been
what I expected for the former star of
Disney’s hit show Hannah Montana.
But at the end of the day, Miley is still
sorta, kind of a musician and when her
song “Wrecking Ball” was released on
her MileyCyrus VEVO YouTube account, the views skyrocketed almost as
fast as my shame and disappointment
when she butchered the booty-shaking
that we all know and love on national
television.

Lorde happens to be a very talented
singer; she’s only sixteen – seventeen
this November. You would never think
that by hearing the quality of her voice
and the variety of her music. The song
is very slow, with a steady beat that
you can bob your head to; pretty gentle and simple enough that it doesn’t
take you away from the lyrics. The
vocals are amazing, the harmonies and
dissonance just gives it a different
quality, the audio stripped down to
However, even though it folwhere it’s practically acapella. This girl
lowed the straight-forward party jam
is going places.
“We Can’t Stop” that really praised
leaving it all behind in a night of being
young, carefree and wild, “Wrecking
Ball” really contrasted with it, being

CONTINUED ON PAGE FIVE
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE FOUR
emotional, sorrowful and more symbolic than what was initially expected of
her album Bangerz. Miley’s vocal game
is on point, and to be honest, it was
never really off. If you see her covers
of Lana Del Rey’s “Summertime Sadness” or her cover of the classic
“Jolene”, she is an amazing vocalist
that has always been able to sing with
passion and heartfelt emotion; it’s just
hard to sing when your tongue is never in your mouth.

don’t have to invest too much energy
into, a very simple listen. The beat is
poppy and fresh, the melody is simple
and catchy; this song has all of the
characteristics that allow it to be up
there on the charts. I just want to
thank not only God, but also Jesus for
blessing Drake with some singing lessons, as his vocals have improved immensely from the years before. On his
tour, Drake does a thing in which he
brings random audience members onto
the stage and freestyles verses for
them. The lyrics may not be tight
sometimes, but the singing is getting
there.

No one can tell me Miley Cyrus
isn’t the HBIC of the music game, and
if you don’t like her, we cannot be
That doesn’t mean that Drake’s
friends.
off the hook. I can roast him like a
Thanksgiving Turkey if you ask me to.

Hold On We’re Going Home
Drake

Applause
Lady Gaga

album. Lady Gaga has been challenging what we thought of Pop for years;
her music videos are, for lack of a better word, quirky? She has always been
pretty wild which heavily contrasts
with her first single Just Dance which
was released in 2008, the good old
days. Those days are long gone as
ARTPOP is filled with dance-y, upbeat
numbers as well as controversial
songs, revolving around feminism, sexual freedom and the battle against the
Patriarchy. A great combination if you
ask me.
For a song that was to be the
debut single of her long awaited album, Applause got no applause from
me. Though the chorus was catchy,
almost everything else about the song
turned ARTPOP into an ARTFLOP. It
lacked luster, and I truly expected
more from Gaga. Her vocals in the
verse kind of upset me. The quality
and tone just didn’t bring me in. I
should be going “YAAAAAAAASS GAGA
YOU SING SO GOOD!” Instead of
“NOOOOOOO GAGA THIS SONG IS
KINDA BAD”. I love the song; I just
don’t like it musically. Sorry Little Monsters.

Story Of My Life
Frankly, I can’t say anything.
Drake makes more money than I ever
will. With a simple Google Search, I
found that Drake’s net worth is 30 Million Dollars. It’s a shame however, that
he spends over half of that on tissues
alone. Drake can’t seem to make a
song that isn’t oversensitive. I can’t
listen to his tracks on my headphones,
as sometimes, I can feel the actual
tears flow from his songs into my ear
canal. That being said, hold on, we’re
going home.

One Direction

ART. POP. Two things that
aren’t necessarily associated with each
other. You hear a lot from those who
don’t like to be connected to teenage
culture that Pop Music is unoriginal,
thoughtless and holds no ability to truly inspire artistic and reflective ideals.
Basically, you have those who view
themselves as special snowflakes who
only listen to old rock music and singers whom have most likely been
charged with multiple counts of drug
Last but not least, One Direction’s
abuse.
The song itself is actually pretty good.
“Story of My Life”. Don’t lie to me; you
It’s one of those calm songs that you
But ARTPOP is no typical Pop
CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX
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had to have known it was coming.

To be honest, the song is actually amazing. If you’ve ever thought that
they were talentless, you thought
wrong, and the song really showcases
their voices. The harmonies are a
pleasure to the ear, the song has a
pulse; 1D is on their A-game. It takes
the raw, emotion filled songs to really
show what they could do. Their tone is
amazing, the harmonies were on point.
Although the lyrics weren’t all that
great, it’s a major step up from the
lyrical profoundness of “What Makes
You Beautiful” or “Live While We’re
Young”.

The newest song of the British
boy band, “Story of My Life,” was one
of the feature songs of their third and
newest studio album, Midnight Memories. Bringing emotions from both Directioners and commoners alike, this
song is different in comparison to the
songs we’re used to listening to from
the five boys, a lot more mature and
aged. They are literally legal adults,
making their success by singing about
love to a populous made up entirely of
teenage girls (and maybe a few middle
However, it doesn’t really seem
-aged ones too). (Let’s get real; Louis
like a song that they should be singing.
is practically thirty in Music years.)
The guitar makes it feel more like a

country ballad, like Lady Antebellum
mixed with Mumford and Sons. But
they’re growing up, their style with it,
and the song is about them moving
past their past, reflecting upon their
loves— and losses. It’s the music video
that’ll kick you right in the feels. Not
bad One Direction, not bad.
All in all, the songs of fall were
on the ball. And as the season of
Pumpkin Spiced Lattés comes to a
close, I wish you all a good time in this
new season, as the coming of the
snow is when Mariah Carey’s “All I
Want For Christmas Is You” starts to
play. That’s when music was music,
my friends.

SPORTS
‘I AM A WARRIOR AND I AM PROUD...’
KRINA PATEL

Let’s go Warriors! Recovering
from a difficult school year after facing
many obstacles regarding extracurricular activities, West Hill has truly shown
their Warrior strength! Right from the
start of the 2013-2014 school year,
West Hill did not waste any time in
showing their school spirit. In support
of the varsity boys’ football team, in
their Friday Night Lights game against
the Laurier Blue Devils, West Hill’s Athletic Council planned a pep rally. This
pep rally was used as a way to encourage students to display strong school
spirit in the evening’s event. It was
also used to show the students that at
West Hill everyone is striving towards
the same goal of true pride and success. The event was a huge success
thanks to the pride and support of all
the students.
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Following this success was the
accomplishments made by the varsity
girls’ field hockey team. As there was a
decrease in staff members this year,
there was a loss of many coaches. As
a result of this, the girls’ field hockey
team became a student-built success
story. With hard work and dedication,
the team remained undefeated
throughout the season and brought
home silver medals!

sporting accomplishment was made by
Leah Jones. Leah competed at many
cross country meets, placing in the top
three each time! She qualified to compete at OFSAA in Sudbury, where she
battled through intense weather conditions placing 121st in all of Ontario!

A huge congratulations to all of those
who accomplished so much in the first
two months of the 2013-2014 school
year! This is only the beginning of all
the successes we will surely see this
year! We can expect great things for
the rest of the year from the West Hill
Finally, West Hill’s most recent Warriors!

PAGE SIX
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EEditorials
DITORIALS
THE YOUNGER… THE RUDER…
AJITHA JAYARATNAM

Inconsiderate, inappropriate and intolerable, it seems as though some students at West Hill CI become more
and more rude by the year. Regardless
of the upbringing and background,
these teenagers are enrolling into the
school with no ambition, little consideration in regards to their demeanour,
and questionable attitudes. So is there
hope for today’s Torontonian youth, or
are we slowly witnessing the decline of
a generation?
Within recent years, school has become a place of leisure for some individuals, and academics are simply a
pastime. Students are thus focusing
less energy on their education and
they are acquiring poor work habits

that are becoming less repairable by the day. Not only are
these students allowing their
grades to slip, but they are
also losing the ability to differentiate between appropriate
and inappropriate etiquette in
schools. These teens are unaccustomed to living in a world without
profane language, and they have developed bad habits for completing
homework. Some youth of today also
seem to be unfamiliar with how to
conduct themselves around their academic superiors. Regardless if it is a
teacher, or the principal, students
speak out with disrespectful tones and
simply argue for the sake of arguing; a

concept that is unfathomable to past
generations.
It is unclear why these teens conduct
themselves in the way that they do;
however, what is clear is that these
teens need to be saved before an entire generation burns, and they cannot
be recovered from the ashes.

‘BAD SCHOOL’ OR HIGH SCHOOL?
ZARA NARAIN

High school sometimes takes on the
appearance of a reality television
show, filled exclusively with threedimensional characters. Theses characters are sometimes hard to define.
They are not good or bad, nor moral
or amoral, and they are very similar to
the students. Throughout high school,
students will make good decisions.
Likewise, they will all make mistakes.
Students will strive for success, but
success can often be elusive, and failure is the result.
A high school encompasses all
sorts of three-dimensional characters
from students, to staff and administration. Just like a television show, high
schools are filled with high points and
low points, rivalries, friendships, heart-
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break, happiness and success.
Allegedly, West Hill has earned
the reputation of being a “bad school”,
which begs the question, what does it
mean to be a “bad school”? To the
best of my knowledge, this reputation
is the result of numerous factors referencing violence, drug use and low academic standards. For the most part,
many people share this perspective of
West Hill. It is unfortunate to learn
that a large proportion of these people
include current West Hill students.
My experience at West Hill has
been nothing but positive. I have never witnessed unimaginable violence,
nor have I encountered drugs exclusive to our school. As for academics,
West Hill has some of the brightest

students, whom I feel do not receive
the recognition they deserve from the
community or other schools because
West Hill has been rumoured to be
“bad” for so long. Truthfully, that is all
this reputation is: a rumour. A rumour
that has been circulating for so long
that many of us have chosen to believe it.
Violence, drug use, and low academic standards are not a reflection of
West Hill C.I., but of the poor choices
made by a few individuals within the
school. Nevertheless, these students
are three-dimensional. They are more
than just their mistakes, and they exist
within every school. Furthermore,
These three main concerns of violence,
CONTINUED ON PAGE NINE
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drug use, and low academic standards
are present throughout high schools
across the country, and high schools in
our own backyard. Past, presently, and
more likely than not, in the future,
these stigmas will be commonly associated with the teenage population.
West Hill’s poor reputation is a
more appropriate representation of
high schools in general, and even this

statement is false. The problem is, we
as human beings like to dwell on the
negative aspects of people, places and
things, and think that high school is no
more than its negative aspects. It is
time to stop spreading rumours and to
circulate the truth.
West Hill Warriors are courageous, bright, talented, athletic, empathetic, and so much more. All of these
attributes are reflected in our school’s
sports teams, our choir, our artists, our

Me to We club and every student in
the school doing their best to make the
most of these four years. West Hill
should not be penalized for the mistakes of a few students or shallow rumours. We should be setting a new
precedent by spreading a positive image of our school in the community
and changing the way we think. In
time, we will most definitely gain the
recognition we deserve of being a
“good school”.

CREATIVE WRITING
LETTER FROM A SOLDIER
JANAKA GUNASEGARAN

Dear Rosaline,
If you have found this letter then I
guess I was not able to remind you of
my love for you, in the physical sense
of the word. I can only imagine how
angry you are, those furious little tears
threatening to leak from the corners of
your beautiful eyes. I can almost see
your ears turning red while you begin
to pace, stomping your feet like a
madwoman. I wish I were there to
embrace you, to calm you as you’d
shake in my arms, like you always
have when you felt too much. Too
much pain. Too much sorrow. Too
much. Alas, my love, you cannot even
begin to imagine how sorry I am. I
apologize for breaking our promisethe promise I thought I would never
sever, the vow that you have never
broken.
The most important commitment you
made to me was the day that you
promised to love and care for me, to
be worthy of my truest affection, to be
forgiving, even in the hardest of times
and to be honest till death do us part.
That love, was the vow you have never
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broken, one that I will forever cherish.
You have graced me with the honour
of being a husband to such an amazing woman. I could not have ever
come up with a wife as caring and kind
-hearted as you, even in the wildest of
my dreams. I have lived a life that for
many, only exists in their dreams.

Now, I need you to be that little bit of
hope for yourself. No matter how hard
this time must be for you, I need you
to move forward. Spiritually, I will nevI must confess that saying goodbye for er leave your side.
the second time was even worse than I love you so much Rosa, and I will
the first. I felt like I needed to memo- always love you. Out there, before gorize every individual inch of your beau- ing to sleep, I would place my walletty to remind me of all I had to come sized portrait of you at the head of my
back to. After my first deployment, I bunk, hoping you would bring me
appreciated my life so much more. enough courage to get through the
Appreciated you so much more. I was next day, and the one after that, and
lucky to walk out alive. War zones are the one after that. You have always
not a place for a simple man; they are done that for me. Now, I will get the
the place of nightmares and demons. I chance to watch over you. I leave you
have seen soldiers go mad, insane, with these parting words: do not quesand lose all sense of being. Some tion yourself and never be afraid to
wished to die and just end their hard- find happiness. You have managed to
ship. In my lowest of moments, I re- survive through the harshest of times
membered that I had you, something and that strength will guide you. I befor which I was immensely thankful. lieve in you, Rosa.
You kept me strong, you, my love,
I love you.
kept me sane. You are the little flicker
Your Husband,
of hope that kept me alive for so long.
John
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LIFE
HOW TO MANAGE STRESS
KEERTHANA ELANKEERAN

I can feel the wrinkles coming in as
I fill out this application for yet another extra-curricular activity. It
has not even been more than a
month since school has started, but
I could feel the pressure of stress.
Stress is inevitable, but you can

learn how to manage your stress to
make it less burdening. Two words:
Time Management. I cannot emphasize the importance of these
two words. By setting priorities and
managing your time wisely, you
can reduce your level of stress significantly. Try waking up earlier and
having some time
for yourself rather
than waking up with
just
minutes
to
spare. Prepare for
the morning the
night before. Do not
prolong the inevitable, start that essay

that was assigned two weeks ago
sooner. Do not take on more than
you can handle, but when you do,
ask for help. Do keep your options
open; have a plan B, C and even D.
Focus on what is important. Set
small, achievable, everyday goals
for yourself. When you are given
free time during class use it to
complete homework, so you can go
home and relax. Most importantly,
cut down on the amount of time
you spend watching television, on
your phone, on your laptop and get
more time to sleep because is
there really anything better than
sleep? Lastly, learn to breathe and
worry less.
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